
• World IRO (International Relationship Officer)
Ängelholm, Copenhagen, Sweden
www.rts.org/iro2012
1 - 4 March

 
• RT Portugal AGM, Porto

9 - 11 March
 
• RT International Day

14 March 2012
 
• Hakapikken in Tromso, Norway

www.hakapikken.no
16-18 March

 
• Round Table Zambia AGM, Chisamba

www.rtz2012.org
6 - 8 April

 
• RT 68 International Meeting, Alta, Norway

www.rt68.no
17 - 22 April

 
• RT Marocco AGM, Rabat, Marocco

27 - 29 April
 
• AGM RTUSA, New York

27 - 29 April
 
• AGM Iceland

27 - 29 April
 
• RT Belgium AGM, Eupen, Belgium

27 - 29 April
 
• RT 17 Leoben 40th Anniversary,

Leoben, Austria
27 - 29 April

Upcoming Events
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Dear tablers and friends around the world,
 
Some wise man once wrote:  “Gratitude is when memory
is stored in the heart and not in the mind.” I’m quite sure
that this counts for every one of us who is tabling
internationally. Wherever we go, we meet a fantastic
organizing team and convenor who’s writing these
memories in our hearts!
 

Two main big events coloured new spaces in our hearts this month. While
winter finally hit the European countries, the CTM in Pforzheim (RT Germany)
and the International Carnival of Venice (RT Italy) become hot places this month.
Again, fantastic management and tablers with passion for tabling, gave us warm
memories in our hearts. You will read more details of these 2 events in this RTI
Newsflash.
 
Next March will start with one of the newest and biggest events of the year:
the world IRO's meeting organised in/by RT Sweden (Helsingborg). At this very
moment, already 30 associations are registered for this event. Myself and the
RTI Board are really looking forward to this event. It will give us an extra half
year meeting to discuss the improvement of our associations and to do some
homework for the upcoming RTI world meeting in India (www.wahindia2012.com).
 
We have also new items in the RTI Shop and you can buy them online in the
webshop. Besides a high quality iPhone cover, you can buy the new RTI Directory
for a very good price! I also want to thank 2 new partners/sponsors of RTI:
Aluprints (Producer of pins) and Jacquard Weaving (Woven products). You can
contact them for all your needs in regalia! (info on the RTI Website)
 
Crossing our table-planet gives us the opportunity to meet old friends for the
first time. Amazing to see how connected we all are in our hearts and minds.
We need to come closer and stay connected by using the platform of Facebook.
We doubled our members in the FB-group (Approximately 3500 today) and are
aiming for 10.000 in September. This seems quite ambitious, but if you know
we’re with 32.000 members worldwide, it should be a piece of cake. So here is
my request: add all your table connections to our Facebook group and see day
by day what’s the latest news in Round Table International.
 
Another technology besides Facebook is Skype. I had the privilege to ‘attend’
a statutory meeting in Mauritius this month. The story and the pictures are in
the Newsflash.

Presidents Message ROUND TABLE DAY: 14th of March 2012
Each year, we remember the start of RT on the 14th of March. Many associations
do something special during this day. Please send us your actions and events.
We will publish them with pleasure on RTI Facebook and Newsflash!
 
Enjoy reading this new edition of Newsflash.
If you have an experience to share with us, an idea who needs a support, please
contact us anytime by mail, phone, Facebook, Skype or a Letter! Day and night,
we’re all connected together to make us feel proud to be a tabler!
 
Enjoy reading this new edition of the February Newsflash and see you soon,
somewhere!

Yiit,
Stijn De Frene:
RTI President 2011-2012

Dear Tablers,

The good thing about traveling is that you will meet each
other again. The better thing during these meetings is
that you can learn from each other.

At the previous CTM meeting in Germany were we also
meet some Tables in Germany, Ladies Circle Germany
and the CTM Associations, we shared our experience.

It is very normal that when we talk about Tabling you will think that another
association is the same as yours. Correct, because we are all Tablers but at
the same time that is not correct. During the CTM we had several meetings
were we learned from each other.

Here we talked about our history, what we did, from where we came from, what
is our current situation and what are our main goals to reach. Several associations
do have another constitution with other “rules”. To give you a few examples;
there are association which have minimum Tablers per Table, 0r they cannot
except a sponsorship, or New Tablers are automatically member of a Table and
after a few weeks these new Tablers can choose to stay, or it is not possible
to place an advert in a Table Magazine,  or not every Association has a Strategy
document for the future, or a few Associations have a permanent Money Penny
(secretary), or the allow women to the club.. off course the last one is not for
membership.

Address by Vice President
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It was excellent to have a meeting like these to
get a better picture of a country or an association.
This is also one of the reasons why the WMC
exist.  But we need this information from you all,
and to save it for the future. And most likely to
present it during a meeting, and show you which
association are better matching, so we can help
each other closely for the future.

The best thing during these meetings is the
friendship and fellowship! Enjoy Tabling and
share it to reach the future.

Enjoy Tabling and share the knowledge.

Jeroen de Graaf
RTI Vice President 2011-2012

the most modern entertainment, we bring you
the best of both worlds. It is our endeavour to
provide you an extraordinary experience that
you will always cherish.

Each one of us at Wah India would like to
ensure that we give you a really memorable
time, be it through our hospitality, the arrange-
ments, or the unique events planned for you.
We hope that our meticulous planning and
utmost care will go a long way in making a
place in your hearts. May we add that missing
out on Wah India would be surely missing out
on the most remarkable experience of your
life! So, get ready to be treated like royalty…

Be there to relive, rejoice, reinvent and
rejuvenate yourself!!

What is in store @ Leonia Resort?
(Your Venue for RTI World Meeting 2012)
Leonia Holistic Destination, in the city of Greater
Hyderabad, India is an innovative world class
resort project which offers guests the synergy
of leisure, business, recreation and healthcare
facilities artfully brought together in one serene
location. The destination hosts a variety of
amenities and facilities ranging from Lagoon
Villa Rooms to Cascade Suites, scrumptious
multi-cuisine Restaurants to cozy Bars; state-
of-art Conference Halls to multi-facility
Convention Arenas; online Gaming Zone to
adventurous Euro Bungy; serene Water Lagoon
to ecstatic Paint balling; Night delight Pubs to
tranquil Wading Pool; Aesthetic Spa to
advanced Grooming Care; live entertainment
to regal Sports.

There will be no dearth of top-class music and
theme parties which will make it a great place
to catch up with the entire international tabling
fraternity. Visit the resort website at www.leonia.in

For more information visit us at:
www.wahindia2012.com or email us at:
mail@wahindia2012.com
Facebook: www.fb.com/wahindia

Interesting numbers...
293 Euros (Registration before 31 March 2012).
50 Euros (Stay for p.p. day at Leo Biz Rooms)

How to wah india in Sept 2012?
The Round Table International World Meet 2012
will take place at the historic ‘City of Pearls’
Hyderabad, India from 26th September to 30th
September 2012.

‘Atithi Devo Bhava’ - the tag line of the event
which translates to ‘the guest is our God’ truly
encapsulates the essence of our culture and
hospitality!!!

With an eclectic offering that mingles the
flavours of the rich Indian heritage together with

ROUND TABLE INTERNATIONAL
WORL MEETING 2012

Venue: Hyderabad India
Date: 26th - 30 September 2012

REGISTER NOW:
www.wahindia2012.com

Wah India 2012 is the Round Table International World Meet 2012. This
annual event for the Round Table fraternity is being held in Hyderabad,
Andhra Pradesh, India, from the 26th - 30th September 2012. It is a family
event for all Tablers, 41ers and WOCO members across the globe.

Wah India 2012 is being hosted by Round Table India. The event is
meticulously being planned to give our guests a flavour of India and its
heritage. The tagline for the event is "Atithi Devo Bhava" which means in
Sanskrit 'the guest is truly our God', and represents the respect granted to
guests in India.

Looking forward to seeing you all at Wah India 2012!
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Dear Tablers, I’m happy to present to you our 5th edition
of the RTI Newsflash. This newsflash is a tool that is
compiled by RTI but belongs to all tablers. Unfortunately
it seems that barely any tabler do read it. Every “Joe”
tabler I speak to seems surprised to hear that such
document exist. 

So where are we going wrong? Is the medium of
communication obsolete? Is the communication channel

too complex? Are the IROs not feeling the necessity to share it with their board
members? Or are the board members not too keen to share it with their areas,
tables? Do the chairmen of Tables receive this newsflash? Should we change
the medium of sharing these information? Are there new tools that are more
effective?

Well here are some of the questions we shall be discussing, at the next IRO’s
meeting in Sweden. We want to develop a new communication plan, to ensure
that our 33,000 members do feel that they are part of a great family. So IROs
and tablers attending the IRO’s meeting, please think about how we could be
more efficient in communicating and help us in designing this new communication
framework. As Africa Chairman, I was sad to hear the sudden death of our past
Africa Region Chairman, Sanjiv Goburdhun who was in office in 2001-2002. On
behalf of all tablers in the Africa Region, I would like to convey my sympathy
to his family and to his second family Mauritius RT 1.

Enjoy this newsflash and discover the Venise Carnaval and a new ways in doing
business meetings. I also would like to congratulate Neville J Bilimoria for his
great achievement in the Dawn to dusk run.

Keep enjoying table

YiiT
Ashvin Seeboo: Africa Region Chaiman / RTI Secretary 2011 / 2012

Africa Region Chairmans Message

ROUND TABLE RANGE
Woven & embroided Sweats,
Polos, Rugbys, Waistcoats,
Ties, Bows, Pennants.

100% Manufactured in the UK.
Market leaders in high quality woven products.
Round Table personalised merchandise made
by Ex-Tablers.

(Left) 1 of our Hi-Tech Looms

Contact us via email: info@jacquard.co.uk or
Tel: 00 44 1254 830681 • Fax: 00 44 1254 831759

www.jacquardweaving.com

On Wednesday the 8th of February, Kurt François
from MRT7, booked me a meeting with his club.
Due to the time difference, the start time in
Belgium was at 15.30 PM on a Wednesday
afternoon.
 
It felt quite strange to be in the office, wearing
the RTI jewel in front of your computer. However,
as soon as we read the aims & objects of RT, I
stood up with my laptop. We all introduced
ourselves and started a great meeting. Our
brothers of MRT7 are the latest chartered
Mauritian club in 2008, with Gilles Debert as their
godfather. Altough very young club, this is very
active table! Their goal is to bring all Mauritian
clubs together. They also organize social projects
like an event of 47 km backwards walking
(awareness for disabled people).
 
Together with some intermissions during the
meeting (electricity break downs) gave me two
hours entertainment  in my office. I even succeeded
to buffalo them at this big distance. “Membership
is for lifetime, whatever the distance!”
 
It was an honour and a pleasure to see this young
club with so much energy. It really motivates us all
to give more and more for our assocation. We all
live with this same passion of friendship and service.
 
Strange reactings from my co-workers in the office
afterwards: “Why are you singing... lalalalala... in
your office? Is something wrong chief?”

Round Table is all about friendship and doing
special things together. But Round Table is also
about being CRAZY in this complicated world!
 
Thank you MRT7 for this and all the best with
your upcoming projects. Meet you all in May in
live!
 
 
Yiit,
Stijn De Frene: RTI President 2011-2012

Hilarious business meeting
using SKYPE!
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One Table, One Association...
BIG PARTY!!!

AGM 2012: 29 June - 1 July

One Table, One Association...
BIG PARTY!!!

AGM 2012: 29 June - 1 July

I attended with the rest of
the board the India 50th
AGM in Chennai. We then
travelled to Hyderabad to
have a look at the
complex where “Wah
India”, the RTI World
Meeting will be held. All
I can say is: “Book on

early to the pre-tours as place going fast and are
limited”. Before leaving India I travelled to Kanpur
which is near Delhi. My company has a factory
there so I used that excuse to get 4 days’ work
there, but my real purpose in visiting Kanpur was
to open my Round Table school with Kanpur
Heritage RT 125. During my 1st visit there, I had
seen the projects the table had done, ie 3 schools
and I wanted to do my part with FTE. So, on my
return to my Table I said: “We are going to build
a school in India!” With the help of my Area 34,
the local tables Preston & Rossendale and even
my Twin club Lemvig in Denmark we succeeded.
Furthermore, I did convince my company to make
a large donation, which helped!

That 13th January 2012 will always be in my mind.
How greatfull it is to see the school and the smiling
children..., it’s amazing what Tablers can achieve.
I opened the Johnson Matthey Hall that day with
the Manager or our local factory. Then in the
evening the Tablers and wife’s invited us to
celebrate the Lohri, a harvest festival, which
consist of dancing around a large bonfire and
offering popcorn to the scared flames all to the
beat of a dhols drum .  On that night I also launched
an android app of the India Table Directory. Thank
you Kanpur Hertiage for completing our FTE project
and we know that you will take the project further.
 
The next weekend I took up the invite from Guy
the President of RT Gibraltar to see them again.
One of the biggest fund raiser they do is Burns
Night, funny enough, it’s not held in Gibraltar but
in Spain. As with all small association’s you feel
how large they are with the warmth and their
achievement in true tabling sprit. I hope to see
several of them next year at the CTM in Stirling
Scotland where we will have a Burns Night on
Saturday. I travelled with 2 local tablers to the

And off we go! CTM. Roger and Mark who are now hooked on
international Tabling booking in for the World
Meeting in India www.wahindia2012.com But
as we knew it was going to be cold in Germany,
we started the flight with a Russia Voda to get
us ready.

This leads me to the CTM in Pforzhiem Germany.
Werner, IRO of Germany chaired our best ever
CTM meeting. Every time we meet we move
forward to adapt the NTM model with side
meeting with webmaster and vice presidents.
Next year Stirling CTM is offering a Board
meeting on the Friday and a Joe Tables side
meeting on the Saturday.  www.ctm2013.co.uk
Daniel the chairman of Pforzhiem and CTM
convenor had arrange the event so well we had
110 tablers attending, with 46 from RTBI. (Way
to go Simon! As most where virgins to inter-
national tabling.)

How not to mention the NTM in Aalborg where
on the Saturday night we had 450 tablers.  During
the CTM hosted by Pforzhiem RT137 we had
Funta 12 (The German Training Day). During that
evening, 350 tablers from all over Germany came
together dressed in traditional and caveman
outfit, to do a district night showing off their local
food and beers. I can tell you, all tablers and
circlers enjoyed it despite the temperature
reaching -17°C when we left the venue. A big
thanks to the tablers of Pforzhiem as I know they
worked hard into the early hours to make it
happen. I was home hosted by the youngest
tablers in Germany, Axel Nonnenmacher as he
was inducted a Tabler on his 18th Birthday. Of
course his passion for Tabling is a family affair,
as his father Kurt is still an very active old tabler.
I try to get home hosted whenever I travel as you
get to see the country and its traditions and ways.
So thank you to the Nonnenmacher family hope
to see you in my home so I can repay the pleasure.
 
On my return home from a Cold Germany I found
we also had a little snow. Where, I soon found
a new friend. Now it’s time to recharge the
batteries for the IRO’s meeting in Sweden; or
should I say World IRO meeting. See you there!

YiiT
Steve Lord: EMA Chaiman 2011 / 2012
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Join us on the Est coast of Madagascar
for the 2012 Madagascar AGM and Africa Region Meeting

 Packages which exclude the pre tour
vary between 175 Euros  or 250 Euros

Visit www.madagascar2012.com for more details

Isn’t January shite, well the weather at least? I don’t really miss helping Santa
when the hailstones are falling. So what’s the answer? How about a great function
where I had to borrow a fellow tablers flat cap as I was getting sun burnt after
only 5 minutes of sitting down? Oh yeah and a short cheap flight too?
 
Well that’s just what happened when I visited Gibraltar. When you fly there try
to get row F for the window seat as the first sight you see is the famous Rock
covered in brilliant sunshine. The plane then slowly flew all around the Rock
almost like your own private helicopter tour.
 
As I left the brand new terminal I had the instant flashback to Brands Hatch. The

smell of “two-stroke-
smoke” was fantastic.
The grunting noises of the
Enduro bikes and the
reminder of a “Hair dryer”
that I no longer need to
use from the scooters
was fantastic.
 
The gala evening was a
fantastic Burns Supper.
With some great speeches
and free alcohol, free
wine, a nice red, lager,
champagne, port all I
could dr ink ( those
paracetamol should be
made to work faster) oh

and some Lambrusco???  Followed by cigars and the sort of entertainment that
Bill Clinton would need an extra cigar for.
 
I must say an extra big thank you to Neil and David Robertson who both gave
fantastic performances. It was great to have the Tam o' Shanter explained and
then recited it perfectly, a real honour to be able to experience. They were from
Peebles and District 838 who decided to have their Chairman’s weekend away
there. I would recommend this event to any tabler especially the Scottish. While
it was their first international trip for the table as the chairman said …it won’t be
the last.
 
Burns night celebrated in style with fellow tablers who go out of the way to look
after you.
 
YiT
Simon Haydock: RTBI National IRO.

Burn’s Night at the Rock.

CTM: Central Tablers Meeting, Sub-Region of
the EMA Region!

 
Last year, Werner Maier (IRO RT Germany), came
up with the idea to combine the CTM and Funta
meeting in 2012. Doing so, the third and last Sub-
Regional meeting of the EMA was organized in
Pforzheim (RT Germany) . This Funta weekend
unites all incoming presidents in Germany. An
unique way to meet many German tablers with
the tablers from the CTM Region!
 
The CTM meeting was very constructive. You
really feel that this being more and more
constructive. Also this  year, NTM Region
(presence by very active delegates of Finland,
Sweden, Denmark) helped a lot and had many
occasions to share their experience. This was
very welcome and appreciated. Since the floor
was so open to everybody, the meeting took 5
hours (09 - 14 pm), everybody was fresh  and no
hard drinks were served, besides the Jaris Heikka
(Nat Floormember of RT Finland) NTM-order of
64 beers (which never arrived).

CTM 2012 Pforzheim and
RT Germany Funta, a duo
weekend!
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The focus of the meeting was put on:
- the struggling associations,
- attracting more floor members to CTM,
- looking for content,
- organizing sidemeetings,
- use of RTI Directory & RTI admin platform,
- Butterfly kids, Movember,...
This was the purpose of the meeting and every-
body left the meeting room with a good feeling.
 
After a friendly presentation of the CTM Region
during the meeting of RT Germany, the
international guests felt the need to have a side
by side meeting with LC Germany. Good fun and
friendship brought us all together to the Funta
evening.
 
The meeting can be compared like a Nations
Night, but with all Regional specialties of
Germany. We had the occasion “to meet and
pin” many German tablers.  Thank you all for you
big hearts, big glasses and big hospitality!

Carnaval
Internazionale
Venezia
 
One of the legends often
discussed during table
conversations, is the RT
Carnaval in Venice. The legend
goes that this is an event you
should once in your life. Well,
I just got back from the event
when writing this article.

 
My first reaction: I CONFIRM THE LEGEND! The Carnaval in Venice is something
you should attend once. Let you seduce by the charm of Venice, book the flighs
next year and follow the flow of the waters in Venice.
 
Since I travel most of the time without my wife, this was an occasion to bring
(or to try) the balance again somewhere to the middle. Our goal was a romantic
Valentines weekend in Italy! Spending 2 days strawling around in old Venice,
protecting your VISA Card in your pocket, was a real joy in my hectic table life!
 
The big night takes place on Friday evening. The Ball masqué is being organized
in one of the most exclusive palaces of Venice. Special boats brings the whole
group via the ‘Grand Canal’ to the venue. A very warm welcome in this historical
place, brings you back in ancient times. Everybody is all dressed up and you
spend your night eating with your eyes and mouth. The pictures will speak for
theirselves.
 
That this event is well known, proves the attendance list. Besides RT Italy, we
welcomed 13 other associations. What pleased me a lot, and deserves special
mentioning here, is the presence of RT Morocco, RT Bulgaria and RT Tunisia.
 
My special thanks goes to
Franco Alletta, convenor of the
event and president of RT17
Venice. Thank you Carlo and
Round Table Italy for your
great hospitality!
 
See you all again next year for
the 32nd edition!

Stijn De Frene: RTI President
2011-2012

Make your own kind of party...Proud to make lapel pins for
RT International President 2011 - 2012

visit us at: wwwaluprints.com

Manufacturers of:
Lapel Pins,
Cufflinks,
Jewels, Banners,
Badges & Awards

LAPEL PINSPENNANTS / FLAGS

HUBLI (Karnataka) INDIA  •  Tr. Sachin Tenginkai: +91-98452-85040
E-mail: sales@aluprints.com
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Dear Tablers, greetings from
Sunny Lanka!
 
Given the resounding success
so far of our community
project “Kids off the street” or
better known as KOS, I thought
of sharing the background of
this wonderful initiative, the
projects we have handled so
far and what to expect in the
future, of course only with the
assistance of Tables world-
wide.
 
Background & Completed
Projects
KOS – Kids of the Street
project is 5 years old to date.
Round Table 3 have built and
renovated 4 drop in centers
around Colombo. Experience
- To date 4 drop in centers
completed: Makola, Jinarajah,
Pettah, Sahasthipura. The KOS
centers provide children with
the facilities to carry out
music, art, sport, skills and
vocational training for over 14
year olds in the areas of Handy
Craft, Hand loom, Mason and
tailoring etc. Apart from this,
these centers will provide
informal education which is
extremely effective as a form
of assistance for their schools.
KOS project won the award
for Best Project PACART
Region @ RTI world meeting.
 
Who is involved
Close links with the National
Child protection Authority of
Sri Lanka (NCPA). The day to
day management of the facilities

News from CTRT3, Sri Lanka

are done by the NCPA. The NCPA depends on
organizations such as ours to help develop
infrastructure, as their limited funds are used for daily
running of these centers. For more details visit
www.childprotection.gov.lk. We have signed an
MOU with the NCPA to this end
 
Own Commitment: (Time/Money)
Round table 3 member will commit all
coordination to completing this project. Every
rupee collected goes to the project. There are
no admin costs, and supervision costs etc are
borne by the individual tablers. Round Table 3
commits to fund raising 50% of the cost of the
project. We do this by selling KOS wrist bands;
we have tied up with round table Austria under
their 90:10 service scheme RT Austria – 90/10 :   
http://www.roundtable.at ; we are planning 2 fund
raisers in Sri Lanka to carry out this project, the
first one is being planned for Feb 2011 which is
a dinner theatre. The table has advertised on the
back of the Round Table International Directory
and has included a CD of project details to gain
awareness and help in fund raising for the KOS
project.
 
Future Projects
Total funding required for extension of existing
project and one new project in the war-torn
region of the North East of Sri Lanka (first KOS
project in that area): Sahasthipura (stage II) – 
Rs. 3,500,000 ;  Anuradhapura –  Rs. 2,000,000;
Policy Making –  No cost; Total –  Rs. 5,500,000
or USD $ 49,500. 
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Dart-130 lays foundation for its own school
 
“Our duty is to encourage every one in his
struggle to live up to his own highest idea, and
strive at the same time to make the ideal as near
as possible to the Truth.” Swami Vivekanand
 
Each and every school adopted by RTI is our
own but nothing beats the high one gets, of being
involved in this noble act of having strived to
build something on your own. DART has been in
existence since 1994, and like our Square Legs
it has always been our endeavor to be amongst
our peers of having our own school. On the 10th
of November, the Government of India declared
it to be the National Education Day and what
better way to celebrate the same, to have the
foundation laying ceremony of RTI - DART 130
school in the heart of a downtrodden area in
Delhi. Finally what our trainers called a long term
goal got converted into a Smart achievement
 
“After many years of active tabling and service,
DART 130 has finally decided to start  its long
term project under RTI’s Freedom Through
Education (FTE) scheme, a school for the
underprivileged that we can call our very own!
 
We at DART were determined to start our own
school within this tabling year, to get the ball
rolling we started taking adequate steps to realize
the same. The first step was to take consensus
amongst our 13 tablers (now 16) that they were
prepared to step up to the responsibility of taking
on this project, then came the collection of funds
and finally the legal hurdle like opening a trust,
project bank account, pan no etc. We had even
identified a parcel of land owned by a tabler who
was willing to donate the same for this. As our
preparation were underway in full swing with
marathon meetings and discussion to get
everything right we were sent a grand
opportunity. We were approached by an
organization which has teemed up with RTI
before to help them with an existing schools
development which was in deep losses and
requiring a lot of help.

Round Table India Sarva Shiksha Trust runs around 70
schools in Delhi and one of them is a small,
eight-room school in Bhalaswa Dairy area,
next to the Bhalaswa lake, north Delhi
where children from surrounding urban
villages come for education. When they
approached our Chairman Tr Amit Gupta
with a proposal to help an existing school
both financially and physically we decided
that this is a better way to give back to
society at large and quicker way too.
 
Even though it was Guru Nanak Dev
Jayanti, the Education Minister took out
time and presided over the foundation
laying function. He said he was most
delighted to be part of the noble project
on an auspicious day when poor kids were
being prov ided wi th  educat ion
opportunities.
 
The approach to the non-descript, rural
part of Delhi’s northern most area was
long and tiring as one passed through the
dusty by lanes of Bhalaswa Dairy. But
once we reached the small, single storied
school, welcomed by smiling kids, all else
was forgotten.
 
 
 
On Thursday, November 10, 2011, in the
presence of Delhi’s Education Minister Sh.
Arvinder Singh Lovely ,  DART-130
Chairman Tr. Amit Gupta,Secretary
S a s h a n k  G u p t a , V C  A n s h u m a n
Jain,Treasurer Rohit Tantia along with
tablers of DART 130 and Area 5 Chairman
Tr. Anjum Arora laid the foundation stone
for a new building block that will enhance
the capacity of the school that has huge
area with it though undeveloped. Also
present on the occasion were officials of
Sarva Shiksha Trust and all tablers of DART
along with a few ladies of DART. Please
find attached photographs for the same. 
 
DART-130 has now pledged to take care
of all costs of the new block and supply
all possible help to the school for their
requirements.

Around 400 people participated in the first leg of a dawn-to-dusk run at the IIT-
Madras campus on Sunday morning. The 12-hour run was held to mark 50 years
of Round Table India and to raise funds for its project that aims to increase
underprivileged children’s accessibility to education.
 
The event, which was led by city-based athlete Neville J Bilimoria, was flagged
off from the Open Air Theatre by TT Vasu, South Indian Honorary Consul for
Sweden.
 
Among the runners was British Deputy High Commissioner Mike Nithavrianakis.
He and hundreds of other students, who joined the first seven-kilometre leg of
the run, fell back, even as Bilimoria and around 40 runners from the Chennai
Runners continued to run till 3 pm.
 
The second leg of the run, which had Bilimoria and 30 other cyclists from the
Tamil Nadu Cycling Club and Brevets Madras Randonneurs, was flagged off by
R Sekar, ADGP (Railways), and former cricketer WV Raman. The cyclists joined
the East Coast Road and culminated their ride at a resort in Mamallapuram,
where Round Table India’s 50th anniversary celebrations were being held.
 
The event saw participation from a number of people, many of whom had found
out about it from their friends or social networking sites. “We don’t know anybody
here. We learnt about it on Facebook. So, we came here to help create
awareness,” said K Sriharsha, an IT professional who had turned up with some
of his friends.
 
Organisers said the event was a novel way of achieving their goals. “The idea
is to raise money for the activities of Round Table India. We have managed to
raise a fair amount, thanks to some generous sponsors.  But we are looking
forward to raising more money for our cause,” said Imran Pasha, Round Table.

From Dusk-to-Dawn!
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Look out for new products coming soon!

RTISHOP

Official RTI Pin
(Min. order of  10)
Diameter: 9 mm
from 25,00 EUR
excl. Shipping

Official RTI iPhone 4 cover
(Min. order of  5)

Limited Edition - Fits iPhone 4
from 50,00 EUR
excl. Shipping

Official
Movember Pin
(Min. order of  5)
from 25,00 EUR
excl. Shipping

Order onlne at: http://www.rtinternational.org/rti-shop/

Join the

community today!

Why our Finance Director did let grow his moustache
in November? .... He is an active participant in Movember!
 
Nicolas is part of the Round Table, a charity service-club
helping people in needs. Last year, his association
decided to support the Movember charity event.
 
The word Movember is a combination of the words
"moustache" and "November". This moustache growing
charity event is held during November each year; it raises
funds and awareness for men's health.  Participants
keep their moustache growing all November long to

catch people attention on different men's illnesses such as prostate cancer, so
this is the reason why Nicolas let grow his moustache!
 Why to use a growing moustache to speak about health? It is a fun twist on this
serious issue. Using the moustache as a catalyst, they want to bring mentality
change and give men the opportunity and confidence to talk about their health
more openly.  This action is important because once people will better know it,
they will think of all sick persons and their families who have to fight against
illnesses every day. It will encourage people to mobilize and feel aware of such
healthy problems.
 
Is this event successful? The collective efforts during the campaign enabled to
reach over 850,000 men growing their moustache worldwide.  It is an incredible
result and has truly helped to change the face of men's health perception. This
action is also supported by donors and their global action aims at accelerating
prostate cancer outcomes through global research collaboration.
 
 "When people do not know anything about Movember, they just believe that I
have changed my looking style.  Then, we start to speak about my moustache
growing and I can easily speak about the reason why I'm doing this and so
promote this action! .  So really the moustache is an easy and attractive way
to speak about health at any occasion. “said Nicolas enthusiastically.
 
 
Convinced! Do not let Nicolas alone next Movember .... let grow your moustache
this year !
 
If you wish to know more about this event just visit their website:
www.movember.com
 
 
Note from the editor: This article is extracted from the Vesuvius group newsletter
and this publication is issued for internal communication and reaches 14000
people with a rate of 80% readers. Well done to Nicholas Perrin for promoting
Round Table through his company.

Changing behaviour and mentality!
Editor : Ashvin Seeboo - On behalf of the

RTI Board
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